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Abstract-The effects of a water-mixture film adhering to solid materials on the impact contact are examined

by employing exact solutions for an inhomogeneous contact problem and the Hertz impact theory. The elastic

modulus of the water on a surface is assumed to be zero and the modulus of the water-mixture between a water

surface and a target material varies from zero to the modulus of the target material. Non-elastic deformation is

considered based on an energy balance. A new expression of closed form for impact force is obtained. The film

effect on the impact force is very significant for low impact energy and becomes stable and less influential once

impact energy increases to a certain value. Experimental results for quasi-static force are in agreement with
r the theoretical analysis in which two unknown parameters are ascertained by experiments. The minimum

effective velocity of garnet abrasives achieved in this work for waterjet machining is consistent with previous

results. Copyright @ 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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N O T A T I O N

Et,Ez elastic moduli of two contact bodies with no film

E,r,E,z variable moduli of two inhomogeneous bodies
Er,El elastic constants relevant to E1,E2

g gravity acceleration
h film thickness between two contact bodies

hi water-mixture film thickness of a contact body (i : 1,2)
H height of a freely-falling ball
ko stiffness of an elastic contact system

M mass of a moving body

Mp mass of an abrasive
P, static contact force,

P- maximum impact force
P-r maximum impact force with film

rp ratio of impact force for dry contact to impact force for film contact

Vo velocity of a moving body
Ve minimum effective velocity of an abrasive in waterjet

Greek letters
u material exponent relevant to E"; (i : I,2)

d0 static elastic displacement between two contact bodies

d- maximum dynamic displacement between two contact bodies

rL,r2 Poisson's ratios of two contact bodies

1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

Impact contact problems caused by the presence of a water-mixture film is an inherent characteristic
of the abrasive waterjet (AWJ) machining process. During the machining operation, abrasives
carried by a water stream strike atargetmaterial and hence surfaces of both the abrasives and target
are coated by a water film. Through particle fragmentation and the cutting action, many tiny
powder particles are produced forming a water-mixture film which remains above or on the target
surface before it is transported away by water flow. The mixture consists of two types of particles.

\-. One is chips of target material and the other is powder fragments of worn or broken abrasives.
For the case of dry contact, mechanisms of abrasive fragmentation have been both theoretically

and experimentally examined in recent work 11,2f regarding the interference between particles and
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targets and the collision between particles in flow t3]. Additionally, microscopic observations of

po,izder samples removed from cast iron specimens by AWJ show that the scale of numerous powder

particles of cast iron is much smaller than garnet abrasives with the size of mesh 80 [a]. This

ividence suggests that before impinging a targel, an abrasive could first encounter a water-mixture

film which may consume considerable kinetic energy of the abrasive so that the amplitude of impact

force caused by the abrasive may be reduced.

More experimental results to support this analysis can be found in the work [5] which uses the

acoustic emission technique. According to their results, acoustic emission signals for the full

penetration cutting of an aluminum specimen are much larger than signals for the partial penetra-

tion cutting. Furthirmore, for the partialcutting, the signals received at the entrance and exit stages

are significantly greater than the signals received during the middle cutting stage. An analysis of

on-site conditioni shows that the only cause for the large difference of signals is the variation of

water flow conditions with the cutting depth and distance from the target surface. In other words,

different flow conditions around the cut surface influence the thickness of the water-mixture film and

other properties of the film. In particular, when AWJ is used for drilling, the water-mixture film

could have a severe influence on the amplitude of impact force. Evidently, obtaining an accurate

estimation of impact force is an impo rtanlinitial step in quantitative investigations of topics relevant

to AWJ machining, such as fragmentation analysis of materials [6, 7]. In general, a better under-

standing of the underlying mechanisms of the film effect will be helpful for accounting for and

controlling the machining process of AWJ.

Regardless of the po*d.t mixture, the effects of water film adhering to abrasives on the

consumption of impact energy is not a new topic. For instance, considering radial fluid velocity in

the squee ze film,research [8] has revealed that the one-phase squeeze film separating the advanced

particle from the surface consumes considerable kinetic energy from the particle when the Reynolds

number is relatively low. It will be seen from this investigation that a similar effect still holds for the

mixture film although the approach developed here differs greatly from the one in [8].

In comparison with dry impact contact or wet contact with one-phase film, which has been

extensively dir.,r5.d by many researcherc 12,8-13], very little research for impact contact with

a water-mixture film has been done despite its practical benefits. From the contact mechanics point

of view, one of the main reasons for the current situation is possibly the lack of an effective

theoretical approach. Strictly speaking, this is a three-phase interaction problem. The solid phase

consists of abrasives and a Iarget material, the liquid phase is water and the powder particles

removed from the target and abrasives next to the surface of the target are categorized into the third

phase referred to as the mixture phase. Obviously, zny attempt to rigorously quantify the impact

process would face many formidable challenges.

In the present work, the impact contact problem of three phases is simplified to a central impact

contact problem of two inhomogeneously-layered solid bodies by employing exact solutions for an

inhomogeneous elastic contact problem [14] and the IHefiz impact contact theory [15]. The

non-elastic portion of energy is calculated through a general equation of energy balance. Theoretical

results for impact force are consistent with experimental data.

2 .  T H E O R E T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S

Before discussing the theoretical derivations, some concepts about the physical background of this

approach are briefly introduced as follows.- 
As shown in Fig. 1, elastic moduli of two inhomogeneous qontact bodies ate E4 : Elzl"

and E"2: Errl tf Q ( a < 1), respectively. On the surface of z:0 both E"1 and 8"2 a,ra zeto

which corresponds to the elastic pioperty of water. The relati on E"f E : l2z lhl" is plotted in Fig. 2

where hl2 denotes the thickness of a water-mixture film on a body. Clearly, the larger a is, the

softer the material could become. Note that if 0 < q < 0.1, the elastic property of a contact body

is rapidly changed from zero,the liquid phase, to a certain modulus E of z:h12, the solid phase.

The middle part of 0 < z < hf2, which is softer than solid but harder than water, represents

the mixtur. phur. made of powder mixture and water. Meanwhile, there is no evident increase of

E" after t ) lt1Z. Therefore, it is suitable to apply general results for the inhomogeneous

contact problem [14] to simulate the effects of a water-mixture film. In this circumstance, if the

elastic moduli of the two solids with no film are denoted by E1 and 82, Kspectively, E4 and E", are
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Fig. 1. Two elastic contact bodies with variation moduli 8"1 and E,2 along the z-direction.
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Fig.2. Dimensionless elastic modulus varying with z and a.
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where h, + hr: h and hr : h, : hl2 is assumed for the brevity of derivations.
Based on general results ll4f, a new expression for impact force is derived for the evaluation of

film effects in the form

s - f(d l-,.(, * o)(, * o) (4+\'t+att2 

-.12/(3+d)

oo:  ( ru f+"1"  ^q  \1+ , ' /  
I

where

t(Xr): e-dJ. 
[t 

- (1 - e2)sin2 ry]-"*o''' oo :r@) (4)

Details for deriving Eqns (3) and (4) are given in the Appendix for compactness.

(3)

a=  0 .1
a= 0.0
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the con
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where stiffness ks of the contact system is determined by
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a : 0 [ 1 5 ] , a g e o m e t r i c
is converted to

P,:  lao$G+a) /z  (5)

TEd,
4cos 

, 1  +  a \ t + a

A + B )k o :  k o ( a ) :
n ( l + u ) ( 3 + a ) r c

Variations of 2 with g, and a are listed in Table 1. When a : 0 the values of ). are in agreement with

results for homogeneous contact problems t15].The effect of the layer thickness h onks between two

contact bodies can be found as

fta
4cos 

,
L -
r1,o -

n(r + a)(3 + a)(n-r pz)

Here ht : hr: hl2is adopted for brevity and Fr,ltzare ascertained in the Appendix.It follows from

Eqn (7)that the thicker alayer is, the smaller the value of ksbecomes and therefore P, decreases with

the increase of h. This is coincident with the physical reasoning of the problem.

Next, the principle of energy balance is applied to determine the maximum contact force for the

normal strike of a moving elastic object on an infinite stationary elastic medium. According to

experimental observations, a considerable mass of water mixture around a local contact zone is

moved away from its initial position due to impact and it is not recoverable. Therefore, the kinetic

energy of a moving object is transformed into two parts. One is elastic energy that is stored in bodies

and ihe other parf is local kinetic energy of deformed bodies. It follows that a reliable model should

count this kind of energy consumption. In this case, the equation for energy balance is written in the

form

!  m4: 
f-P,dd 

+!rm.v3

Table 1. Material and geometric parameters for the Hertz contact of two inhomogeneous bodies

8
1 3 + d

(6)

(7)

(8)

\=
0.80.70.50.40.30.20.1

5
10
1 5
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90

0.577 0.551
0.859 0.828
r.049 1.013
r.203 1.170
r.34r 1.294
r.451 1.407
1.551 1.507
1.634 1.587
1.7t2 1.665
1.775 r.730
1.829 r.785
r.875 1.833
1.915 1.870
t.94s r.902
r.970 1.925
r.987 1.943
t.996 r.953
2.000 r.956

0.532 0.519
0.797 0.770
0.975 0.956
t.r29 1.100
t.258 r.228
t.370 1.339
t.463 r.432
1.550 r .516
r.625 1.589
1.690 r.652
r.744 1.708
1.790 1.7.53
r.829 1.792
1.859 r.823
1.885 1.847
r.902 1.865
t.9t2 r.875
1.915 1.878

0.509 0.503
0.756 0.749
0.931 0.909
t.077 1.053
r.204 r.178
1.305 t.283
1.399 1.374
1.484 r.457
r.554 1.524
r.619 1.587
1.673 r.643
t.71,8 1.690
t.757 r.724
1.788 1.7 57
1.813 1.783
1.831 r .798
1.840 1.808
1.843 1.811

0.500 0.499
0.727 0.723
0.891 0.888
1.038 1.020
1.155 r .136
t.257 t.238.
1.352 r.326
1.43t r.405
1.498 L.475
1.560 1.536
r.614 1.588
t.659 r.633
r.697 1.672
r.730 r.702
t.753 r.725
t.770 1.74r
1.778 1.7 5l
t.782 r.754

0.499 0.502
0.710 0.712
0.879 0.866
1.007 0.994
I . I2 I  I . IO7
r.22r r.203
1.310 r.294
1.384 1.366
t.453 1.432
1.513 r .49r
r.564 1.543
1.610 1.586
r.646 r.623
t.675 r .652
1.700 1.675
1.714 1.691
1.72s l ; t0r
1.728 1.704
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where m, and Z, represent the efective mass and average velocity of the local zone, respectively. With

no appearance of m"or V*, the meaning of Eqn (8) for homogeneous bodies is illustrated in [6]. After

replacement of do by d, substitution of Eqn (5) into Eqn (8) yields

) r * ( M  
-  M * ) :  

* , 5 l + a ) n

P*: k2ot{s+attt f  (M - W^fQ+a)tQ+a)

(e)

where M,: m.V|lV| is also called effective mass.In terms of P^: ko69*3)t2,theexpression for the

maximum impact force is given after calculations by

(10)

In Eqn (10), M*is an unknown parameter. It is very difficult to determine its exact form. However,

major physical factors relating to M* are clear. First, M" vanishes when a or h is equal to zero and

second, when Vsis very large tf_tn.ttia effect of a local zone is relatively small. In this case, it is

reasonable to assume M*rcr/ahlvfr and then one obtains M*:ct/ahlvvs where c and y arc
physical constants which are determined by experiments. In order to have a convenient equation for

the impact test of a freely falling ball, with no loss of physical meaning, M*is rewritten as

where B is also a physical constant and H denotes the height of the falling ball. Substitution of Eqn
(11) into Eqn (10) produces

p * : kfii{s + otl+ (* _ " 
J #) unf 

+ a)t(5 + a)

where Vl is replaced by 2Hg. This is a basic equation for the analysis of impact contact with
a water-mixture film.

3 .  E X P E R I M E N T

A series of impact tests have been implemented by the authors for verification of Eqn (12) through

simulation of a water-mixture film. The measurement system consists of a four-component 9273-

dynamometer, three dual mode amplifiers, an FFT spectrum analyzer and a PC-computer. To

evaluate the potential influence of force components in x- and y-directions, their values vs time are

measured simultaneously along with the normal impact force (z-direction) and plotted on a com-
puter screen through the spectrum analyzer. For the impact test setup, the sample rate ranges in

frequency from 200 to 500 kHz.
As shown in Fig. 3 a stainless steel plate of 15 x 15 x 1 (cm) is fastened tightly by screws upon the

dynamometer serving as an infinite target medium. A stainless steel ball is chosen as the striking

object .  I ts mass rs M: 5.5 x 10-3 and diameter 2Rr:2Rl:  11, .1,12x 10-3.  The modul i  E1 and

E2 of the plate and ball are both 20.4x 1010 [16] and the Poisson ratios v1 and12&re both 0.3.

A plastic border of 10x 11x2.5 (cm) is adhered on the steel plate for containing water and its

mixtures.
Before considering the film effects, Eqn (12) for a : 0 is applied to callbrate the entire experimental

setup. Substitution of known geometric and material data into Eqn (12) leads to

P- : t  Ztt  GMVA)3ts :  kl t t  l tMHgl ' ts :3.14 " 10rB'r/s

A comparison between the theoretical prediction and experimental data is plotted in Fig. 4(a) and

shows very good agreement. Throughout this paper, every experimental datum is the average value

of three repetitive tests. A typical test pattern for P- vs time is given in Fig. 4(b) where the bold curve

denotes the voltage which is directly proportional to the impact force in the z-direction, i.e. P- and

the two light curves denote those in the x- andy-directions. Digital records show that when the force

in the z-drceclion reaches a peak value, the forces in the x- and y-directions are very small. It is

important to point out that deviation between theoretical and experimental analyses becomes

(1 1)

(r2)

(13 )
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-mixture film

Fig. 3. The pattern of experimental setup for impact tests.

significant when fI > 0.3(m) or Vs > 2.42(m/s). It implies that non-negligible plastic deformation

-uy o..or if impact velocity is large. Some reviews about the permanent deformation are given in

the work UTl.For brittle target materials, such as ceramics, the accuracy of Eqn (13) could be

improved br.uur. of small plastic deformation before damage. Further experimental results for film

effects demonstrate that different types of water-mixture films exhibit similar physical behavior. Two

of them are described in detail below.
It is seen in Fig.4(b) that the measurement curves for impact force exhibit an oscillating

appearance. According to the experimental setup, this phenomenon results from the vibration of the

piut. between the dynamometer and the ball. Because a high frequency band is assigned during the

-.urur.*enq all the recordable signals can appear on the patterns once the ball makes contact with

the plate. Similar phenomena also can be found in other impact tests (e.g. Ref. [12], p- 162, Fig. 2)

using different measuring systems. A single impulse signal can be plotted so long as the time interval

is limited within a small domain, however, the entire response of the measurement system is

incomplete when such a treatment is chosen. Strictly speaking, P," should be determined by using the

formula P-: K^V^ where Z- is the maximum voltage of the dynamometer output, K- is the

coefficient of a magnifier. Because of the existence of potential disturbances from the measuring

system, a modification constant c1 is introduced to eliminate the errors in the form

(t4)cr: V^K^IPj, '

where pl is a theoretical maximum value of the impact force. All the subsequent experimental

maximum values of the impact force are calculated by Pi : K*V^lcr.
The first type of water-mixture film is made of steel powder and water. Steel powder is produced

by wearing a U-type steel plate on a grinding machine. After powder and water in the pool shown in

Fig. 3 are well stirred, extra water above the powder is drawn out from the pool. In order to measure

thJ thickness of the water-mixture film, a sheet of aluminum film is mounted on the steel target and

in the meantime the water-mixture surface is smoothed to have the same height as the aluminum

film. In this assignment, thickness h of thewater-mixture film is about 3.565 x 10-a (m). One should

bear in mind that it is hard to obtain an accvtate value for h since it is relevant to several factors,

such as the volume ratio of powder to water and the asperity of the mixture surface. However, once

a water-mixture film is made, one can find a very good match between theory and experiment.
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theory and experiment; (b) an

lnsertion of known parameters into Eqn (12) leads to

p-F : k21{s +atl+x 10-, * (0.r, - 1 888c 
fr) 

rnf 
+c)/(5 +a)

(1 5)

In Eqn (15), a is limited by 0 < a < 0.1 for the current model according to the foregoing

discussions as shown in Fig. 2. The key point now is to determine two unknown physical constants

B and c.  When H:0.20. measurements give P,, , :4.7Ix102. Calculat ions show that u:0.08,

c : 0.96 and B :0.22 are well-fitted with the experimental value of P*. Consistently, data of

subsequent tests are also in agreement with the prediction of Eqn (15), as illustrated in Fig. 5. One

might note that a certain error appears in Fig. 5 in the vicinity of I/ : 0 but it is jpst a trivial case

since impact velocity for H t 0 is very small.
The second type of water-mixture film is composed of water and garnet abrasives of mesh 80.

Measurements give h : 3.565 x 10-a(m), d :0.07, c : 1.25 and B : 0.16. As above, the theory for

this case is consistent with the experiment as shown in Fig. 6. Note that the exponent oc of water-

steelpowder film is greater than that of the wa-ter-abrasive film, which suggests that the first one is

harder than the second one. In comparison with steelpowder used here, abrasives in water are very

loose granules. Thus, their viscosity is lower and they can be more easily moved away when they are

subjected to impact. Consequently, the local kinetic energy m.V!12 or M* for the water-abrasive

mixture becomes larger. In terms of Eqn (10), this is the main reason why an impact force associated

with water-steelpowder film is greater than an impact force with water-abrasive film.

\-
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Fig. 5. The curves of theoretical prediction and experimental data for water-steelpowder film.
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Fig. 6. The curves of theoretical prediction and experimental data for water-abrasive film.

In further analysis of water-mixture film effects, the ratio of the impact force P- for dry contact to

the impact force P-p for film contact is introduced in the form

T p : (16)

0,80.6

t l

1 0

z
O
o

LL

E(L

0 ,80,60.40.2

P-

l -s l t ts
kAts Q)l iuns I

L L I

P - r  f s + r /  / i 6 f  l t r + a v { s + a )' mr kf;,(s + ato, 
[+ (* - " ffi) rn)".

Obviously, the larger rn is, the greater the film effects become. For the two types of water-mixture

films discussed above, rn vs I{ is plotted in Fig. 7 where the potential plastic deformation of the local

zonefor dry contact, if any, is not considered. Therefore these results are more likely to be suitable

for brittle materials. It can be seen that effects of water-mixture film varies greatly with the level of

kinetic or impact energy. Compared with dry contact, impact force can be tremendously reduced by

film, proviOid that impact energy is limited within the range of small values, for example,

n <a.ZS - 0.30(m) ot Vo < 2.2I * 2.43. Once impact energy increases up to a certain limitation,

however, film effects on impact force rapidly reach a stable value and become less noticeable. Most
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L ratio for water-abrasive frlm
2. ratio for water-steelpowder frlm

U . U o . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6

H (m)

Fig.1. Ratio ro of the impact force for dry contact to the impact force for water-mixture film contact.

importantly, the height I/ corresponding to the initial stable stage of ro appears to be a physical

invariant. This finding provides a new analogy method to estimate the minimum effective velocity

that an abrasive in waterjet must have; let kinetic energy of an abrasive equate that of a falling ball,

and the expression for the velocity Vo of the abrasive with mass M, is obtained

1 4

1 2

1 0

0 . 8

v :  [ 4 u ^ :  r  M
": , l  urvo: t l "n ur '

According to known data for garnet abrasives of mesh 60 [18-19], calculations lead to

Mp:[ro ux 10-a)3 "(r+t)  , .  ro '  :  r .e62x 10-7

(17)

(18)

and then

V , : 2xe.8r*#i- H :741,.2J,

In addition, the data given in Fig. 7 indicate that ratio ro begins to get into the stable state when

H :0.25 - 0.30. Therefore, the minimum velocity Vo of abrasives for an effective cutting process of

AWJ is about 37M06.The prediction for Voin [18] is over 300 and two specific values given in [19]
are 305 and 396, making use of a momentum balance approach. It follows that results derived from

two different methods agree with each other.
From the contact mechanics point of view, these results provide a clear pattern for understanding

sensitive variations of acoustic emission signals of AWJ with different flow-out conditions. For

partial cutting, the velocity of some abrasives may be decreased by relatively slow flow before

striking a target. As a result, they may no longer carry sufficient impact energy to either penetrate

a water-mixture fi|m or cut the target surface. This could be the reason why the partial-penetration

operation has weaker acoustic emission signals than the full-penetration operation does. In addition,

the results reported here are also applied to establish a general erosion model for predicting the

drilling and cutting depth by AWJ l2V22l.

4 .  C O N C L U S I O N  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N

Effects of a water-mixture film on impact force are well-modeled by the inhomogeneously-layered

contact theory. In comparison with dry contact, the maximum impact force is significantly reduced

by a water-mixture film when impact energy of an object is low; when impact energy increases up to

a certain critical value the effects reach a stable state and become less influential. This finding

appears to be similar to that reported in [8] for one-phase squeeze film, which used the fluid

(1e)5 .5  x  10 -3

\-
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mechanics approach. The minimum effective velocity of garnet abrasives with the size of mesh 60 is

estimated for AWJ by using the analogous method of energy equivalence and its value is consistent

with previous results from different approaches. Accord between the theory and experiment suggests

that the new expression, Eqn (12), for impact force has the potential to be an essential equation in

quantitatively simulating the cutting process of AWJ.
The effect of sharpness of an abrasive particle on impact force and stress is not discussed in this

paper but it can be implemented without great difficulty since the basic equations and parameters

ioittris influence areikeadv given in Eqn (12) and Tablel as well. Moreover,apart from the

sharpness of a striking abrasive, it is important to point out that hard powder particles of a mixture

can also act as the source of high stress concentration during impact contact somewhat like the

rough surface. This is an interesting topic and it will be analyzed in future work.
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A P P E N D I X  A

From the general results of [14], the relevant parameters are listed below

(A1)b n o
- : - : e )
a f f i o

^  l B - A l
C o S U o :  

B + A ,

3 + u  P ,
vu -  

2  nab '

f i

a -

I 2 |td.
n(l + a)rco, 

|  ̂  
" t-"@)aQ : 6ocos7.

J o

l -  l r71r*a
l z ( 1  + a ) 2 ( 3 + u )  K P ^  Ia : , t o l z  " .  A + B l

L 
cosz 

-l
where values of m, and nd are tabulated in [14] and
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More details about geometric meanings of Eqns (A12, A13) are given in [23]. From Eqns (A3, A4), one obtains
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(A15)

(A16)

Effects of water-mixture film on impact contact

where

After substitution of Eqn (A5) into Eqn (A14), tedious derivations lead to
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